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Introduction 

Data looking for has been a critical human action since the development of mankind. At each phase 
in their lives, men have been watchful for dependable data for reasons for choices making, understanding 
themselves and their condition. Case (2012) placed that people look for data to assemble, store, translate 
and use for different purposes. It is based on the indivisibility of man from data that the requirement for a 
careful comprehension of the data looking for conduct of individuals winds up basic. Not exclusively 
completes a basic comprehension of data looking for conduct basic to seeing how data is utilized, yet above 
all, same is major to the arrangement of effective data administrations (Baro and Onyenania, 2010). 

To be sure, it is focused on that an exhaustive comprehension of human data looking for conduct is 
at the core of each productive data conveyance services.Given its significance to data benefit conveyance 
and proficiency the build of data looking for conduct has been a subject of numerous academic 
investigations. As indicated by Asproth (2012), data looking for conduct includes individual purposes behind 
looking for data, the sorts of data which are being looked for, and the ways and assets with which the neede 
data is being looked for. 

WhilstKadli and Hanchinal (2015) contend that the customary library assets and hunt apparatuses 
have been a dequately enhanced by the electronic data assets especially the internetresource, Pandey 
(2010) was of the view that the expanded volume of data on the Web has astoundingly influenced 
users'information looking for behaviour.According to Preedip and Vinit (2011), through the rise of the web, 
online data administrations have put wide effect on the arrangement of data administrations. Despite the 
fact that, there is a lot of everything on the Web yet not every last bit of it is of a great (Quintana, Pujol and 
Romaní, 2012). 

Being a noteworthy wellspring of data, the web continue molding data proficiency at a pace similar 
just to the steady development of the web. It is a trite learning that college understudies, who are 
prevalently alluded to in generational order as Generation Y, are more disposed to sourcing their data from 
the web and other online sources, given their initial introduction to innovation. As commented by 
(Whitmore, Agarwal and Xu, 2015) the utilization of advances continue enhancing with individuals winding 
up more mechanical driven. 

The above perception regardless, understudies are noted to rely on an assortment of data source 
finish assignments, venture work, and composing of exams(Kadli and Hanchinal, 2015). It is with the view to 
successfully preparing understudies on the most proficient method to viably recognize, select and utilize 
data from different sources that an investigation on how Information Literacy Programs can help 
understudies in this regard winds up vital. 
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To this end, college understudies of the African University College of Communication will be scratch 
contemplate components or populace of intrigue (Chava, 1994).It is significant whatever the forte of an 
understudy, a college degree in Communications is commonly required to prepare understudies to 
adequately source and oversee data, imperative as same is for both scholarly and future profession interest. 
It is this reason, and others, that choosing understudies from the African University for this investigation 
ends up fitting. 

Associated to the University of Ghana, the African University College of Communications (AUCC), 
which was built up in 2001 in Accra, Ghana, t offers news-casting and correspondence thinks about as its 
leader program. 

 
Aim and Objectives of the study 

The point of the examination is to build up a comprehension of the data looking for conduct of 
college understudies in AUCC. This point was accomplished through these destinations:  
 Identifying the recurrence and reason for understudies' visit to the library  
 Understanding college understudies' colleague with PCs, Internet and their utilization  
 Knowing understudies learning about electronic data assets  
 Finding out difficulties looked by the understudies in their mission to look for data  
 Understanding the requirement for data proficiency 

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Sources of Information for Students 

Case (2002: 12) contended that one imperative refinement that is made in the writing on data 
looking for is among formal and casual wellsprings of data. Casual sources include family, companions and 
associates, while, formal sources incorporate for the most part books and reference materials, for example, 
word references and reference books. Agarwal (2011: 48) depicts a data source as 'a bearer of data' which 
includes both customary sources including books and individuals, and present day sources prevalently 
including advanced libraries and web indexes including the utilization of electronic assets. Martell (2008: 
406) likewise uncovered a reliable increment in the utilization of electronic assets. Campbell (2006: 18) laid 
out that "even before the web was presented, scholastic libraries have begun to make computerized 
libraries of reliable data". McGarry (2003: 371) considers a library as the best wellspring of all around 
organized assets which are proficiently utilized by clients, including understudies. 

Notwithstanding, Earp (2008: 74) detailed that library staff and scholastics need to recollect that the 
accessibility of full-content electronic assets offered to understudies is useful however it doesn't essential 
assurance enough data and print materials may likewise be corresponding valuable data assets. Kuhlthau 
(1994: 104) takes note of that understudies can learn strategies for looking library assets to acquire data on 
their investigation center from an assortment of sources. Kadebe (2002: 14) kept up that library and other 
data focuses have generally utilized print-based data hotspots for quite a while as the essential media for 
capacity and correspondence of recorded data content. After some time, Webb, Gannon-Leary, and Bent 
(2007: 125) recognized the effect of new data innovation changes in scholarly correspondence. For instance, 
De Bruyn (2007: 114) noticed that mechanical change runs as one with changes in access to data. 

 
Information Seeking 

Olorunfemi and Mostert (2012) characterizes data looking for as the procedure where an individual 
approaches hunting down data, that is a procedure that requires the data searcher to apply individual 
learning, ability or individual data to tackle an issue. Case (2012) contends that data looking for is a cognizant 
exertion to get to data in light of a need or hole in learning. 

Data is required on the grounds that it influences individuals' lives, past the advantages of giving 
responses to some explicit inquiries. A requirement for data is a mental build, which is firmly identified with 
different develops, for example, inspirations, convictions and qualities (Case, 2012).Whatever their 
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experiences are, individuals look for data to extend and widen their insight. This is the thing that makes data 
looking for an essential and characteristic part of human life.While there is no uncertainty that the 
requirement for data is a major, Information looking for is a mind boggling correspondence process that 
includes the communication between the data searchers, the data, and additionally the data supplier 
(Khosrowjerdi and Iranshahi, 2011). 

 
Online information seeking behaviour 

Online data looking for conduct is the activities and lead of data clients while in quest for data 
explicitly housed on the Internet (Nkomo, 2009). Online data conduct of understudies has been 
contemplated broadly in the field of data ponders (Georgas, 2014; Malliari et. al., 2014; Borcaet.al. 2015; 
Tzavela et. al., 2015). 

It has been accounted for that, in their journey to look for online data, understudies overwhelmingly 
depend on Google to the rejection of numerous scholastic hunt apparatuses (Kolowich, 2011). Julien and 
Barker (2009:14) opines that students "consider Google to be being 'the' Internet, and they utilize these two 
terms reciprocally, seeing them to be one and a similar thing". Georgas (2014) has additionally discovered 
that students don't look at their points to distinguish watchwords and related terms when directing on the 
web seek, rather depend vigorously on the dialect of their exploration themes. 

 
Methodology 

A survey was sent as the main instrument for gathering the information, containing both open and 
close finished inquiries. Dominant part of the inquiries were close finished. The quantitative method was 
required to give reactions to the 'what, when, what number of, segment of the inquiries. Polls were 
circulated among the understudies of the two schools of the African University College of Communications. 
Of a total of 100 questionnaires randomly distributed, 93, speaking to 93% reaction rate, were finished and 
returned. In disseminating poll, care was taken that clients of various sexual orientation were spoken to 
sufficiently in the populace. Filled in surveys were assembled and numbered arranged by entry. Wherever 
conceivable, shut finished inquiries were arranged and codes transformed into information. Every single 
gathered datum were exchanged onto MS-Excel for information classification and for illustration of outlines, 
figures, and so on. 

Content approval and pre-testing of instruments were directed on understudies who were excluded 
in the investigation. To guarantee steadfastness validity, quantitative information were cross-classified. 
Fowler's (2002) three techniques to expand the unwavering quality of research instruments - distinguishing 
appropriate procedure to pursue while coordinating inquiries and furthermore managing the members amid 
information gathering period; keeping up a similar importance of each exploration question; confining 
examination inquiries in an effectively justifiable way - were pursued amid the information accumulation 
process. 

 
Conclusions and recommendations 

The examination uncovers a more prominent distinction in the midst of visits by understudies to the 
library. Almost an equivalent level of understudies from the two schools barely visit inside seven days. 
Correspondingly it is uncovered that lion's share of understudies visit the library for books and diary, with a 
couple of number of understudies showing that they went to the library for PC utilize and web get to. This 
demonstrates most understudies rely upon print materials when contrasted with electronic materials.  

Notwithstanding, understudies from the two schools can utilize PC and access web for scholastic 
works successfully in spite of the fact that the main role of most understudies visiting the library isn't for PC 
utilize. It is likewise uncovered that most understudies spend somewhere in the range of 1 and 2 hours on 
web utilize each day. In any case, a few understudies uncovered their powerlessness to utilize the web for 
scholastic works successfully because of absence of recovery aptitudes. 
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